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Collas Crill has maintained its strong position in the Chambers & Partners United Kingdom 2022 directory, upholding its rankings
across all practice areas, with the addition of a number of individual awards.

The directory demonstrates the firm's market leading positions in dispute resolution and property work. The private client practice area
is covered in the Chambers High Net Worth (HNW) Guide.

Group Managing Partner Jason Romer said: 'We are delighted to retain our status in Chambers UK across the teams in Guernsey and
Jersey. Looking beyond the rankings it's reading the testimonials from our valued clients that truly reflect our position within the offshore
legal industry.

'Together these results and comments endorse our core values and culture as a firm: we are easy to business with, we provide an
exceptional service to clients who are at the centre of what we do.'

See below for a snapshot of the firm's rankings and a small selection of the client testimonials received.

To view Collas Crill's full rankings, click here.

'Collas Crill is highly sought after for both residential and commercial property work, with noted strengths in conveyancing matters.’

'The Collas Crill property team has a strong depth of experience and knowledge. They are very aware of the need to be pragmatic
in their commercial advice."

"The team are calm and considered.'

‘Collas Crill has a strong bench with good responsiveness, local knowledge and commercial acumen.'

https://www.collascrill.com/who-we-are/r/jason-romer/
https://chambers.com/law-firm/collas-crill-uk-1:2321
https://www.collascrill.com/who-we-are/g/jason-green/
https://www.collascrill.com/who-we-are/d/pamela-doherty/
https://www.collascrill.com/who-we-are/n/paul-nettleship/
https://www.collascrill.com/who-we-are/l/martin-le-boutillier/
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'The Collas Crill property team has a strong depth of experience and knowledge. They are very aware of the need to be pragmatic
in their commercial advice."

"The team are calm and considered.'

‘Collas Crill has a strong bench with good responsiveness, local knowledge and commercial acumen.'

'Collas Crill know their way around Guernsey law extremely well. They are also prepared to be more than just a postbox; they
actually contribute to the team, which makes for a good working environment.'

'Collas Crill anticipates the hurdles to cross and manages situations very well.'

'The firm is reasonably priced, proactive about engaging around an issue and practical with potential solutions.'

'Collas Crill has great commercial insight with an extremely deep knowledge base and versatility.'

'The team at Collas Crill understands the technical issues and the impact they may have on the legal aspects of the case.'

new ranking
new ranking

'They are a good, solid team with the necessary skills needed to complete work in a timely manner.'

'The firm not only understands the law and regulations but also understands the commerciality of deals.'

'Collas Crill provide good, pragmatic, commercial advice and they find solutions.'

'They are great. They are very responsive, friendly and knowledgeable.'

new rankings
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